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RESOLUTIONS TO BE REVOKED AS A RESULT OF THE ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE CONVENTION ON THE INTERNATIONAL REGULATIONS FOR PREVENTING COLLISIONS AT SEA, 1972

THE ASSEMBLY,

RECALLING Article 16(i) of the Convention on the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization concerning the functions of the Assembly,

RECALLING ALSO the Convention on the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972 (1972 Collision Regulations),

RECALLING FURTHER resolutions A.95(IV), A.131(V), A.132(V), A.162(ES,IV), A.177(VI), A.178(VI) and A.228(VII),

RECOGNIZING that the contents of those resolutions have been made superfluous as a result of the entry into force of the 1972 Collision Regulations,

REVOKES the aforementioned resolutions.
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